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CAR-SPECIAL

Latest vehicle drawings!
Efficient vehicle search,
fast design, perfect results.

CAR-SPECIAL
NOW WITH THE NEW PROFESSIONAL SEARCH

Advantages
at a glance:

u

car-special-cloud.de

®

CAR-SPECIAL Online

True-to-scale basis
for professional car lettering
and car wrapping.

The online subscription with all current vehicles available
to download 24/7, plus updating service and free use
of CAR-SIGNER, the 3D presentation with CAR-3D
and the CAR-SPECIAL quick-measuring function.

Always right up-to-date
New vehicles are constantly added.
Suitable for all popular software
AI, EPS, CDR (CDR also available in 1:1
representation). DXF at your request.

®

NEW

CAR-SIGNER®
Exclusively subscribers can create and
present vehicle designs online.

CAR-SPECIAL V.29
+ Book/DVDs

3D presentation
Visualise designs professionally and
present them in a modern way.

The tried-and-tested CAR-SPECIAL as described above
along with 3 DVDs. Plus manual (912 pages) and
KnowHow brochure, compact in an elegant slipcase.
Access to more than 57,000 individual illustrations.

Keep an eye on vinyl costs
With quick-measuring function for
subscribers.
Easy vehicle comparison
with dimensions, model series or even
your own photos.
Best service - Free hotline
Personal, fast and competent.

Test and order:
car-special-cloud.de
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CAR
ALL CURRENT VEHICLE TEMPLATES
FOR PROFESSIONAL LETTERING AND CAR WRAPPING

®

CAR-SPECIAL
Efficient vehicle lettering – low cost, easy and quick

Top-class vehicle drawings
– the professional basis
True-to-size, scalable vector drawings are the basis for professional
car lettering and car wrapping. Views from the front, rear, right
and/or left side and above provide you with all you need to plan
and implement your plans.
Our newly developed vehicle search facility with lots of practical
functions will save you time and deliver the right drawing for your
project with just a few clicks.

Create a professional design

Persuasive presentation

Clean production

Place your design on the individual views. With one click you can
select the painted surfaces of the car and colour them. You can
hide or display entire views. Practical groupings will make your
work easier. Rearrange the views to get an overview for your
production. You can create prints and simply hide the view for
the presentation. This is how you work efficiently!

Impress your customers with a quick and compelling presentation
of your designs. CAR-SPECIAL offers you lots of options for this:
The scale usually allows you to create a printout on A4 paper,
so you can hand over the design to your customers or the PDF
will print correctly on your customer’s printer.
If you utilise the 3D presentation, you will impress your customers
with just a few clicks. It is very simple: You can carry on working
and do not need any additional software.

The use of professional vehicle outlines means you get faster
results and have less film waste. This makes work more enjoyable
and profitable. Good preparation is the key to production.
The true-to-scale data allows you to plan properly and print and
plot efficiently. Give it a try. You will find test files at:
car-special-cloud.de

Cars, delivery vans, trucks, camper vans, buses, coaches, trams, trailers, containers, aircraft, bikes, boats … you will find them all.

®

CAR-SPECIAL
Up-to-date and unique – from design to production indispensable
The CAR-SPECIAL vehicle drawings offer you lots of advantages. They make your daily work easier
and save you time so that you can concentrate on other things. From design and presentation through
to production, you will benefit from our true-to-scale drawings. In addition, you are provided with a vast
range of possibilities for presenting your work profitably. Utilise these possibilities!

Professional
drawings
All the components that are relevant
for vehicle lettering are considered:
windows, sills, edges, plastic parts, door handles,
fuel tank covers, lights, wheel arches, etc.
This makes design work so much easier.

Very latest vehicles

Display-friendly scale

With CAR-SPECIAL you are always right up-todate because we constantly draw new vehicles
and make them available for you to download.

Cars and delivery vans in 1:30; trucks, buses and
larger vehicles in 1:60. Aircraft in 1:300. This allows
you to create your design in a “handy size” and
you can usually present it on a sheet of A4 paper.

Convenient
and quick search
Intuitive functions save time and deliver quick
search results. Practical filters quickly show you
the version of the vehicle you are looking for.

Attractive
3D presentation
Your customers will be impressed! In just a few
minutes you can present your design in an ultramodern way with our free 3D tool – and also stay
on top of your workflow.

Practical file structure
Show and hide views, colour in the body with
just a few clicks, quickly rearrange the views …

Test it online!
car-special-cloud.de

Clean vector data
High-quality data saves time and money
in production. We create the drawings
with a consistently high level of care.

Online design
for quick layouts
With the CAR-SIGNER you – maybe even with the
customer – can quickly decide what the rough
design should look like.

Compatible formats
CAR-SPECIAL is suitable for any workflow and
any standard program: AI, CDR, EPS, DXF (CDR
also in 1:1 representation).

Best possible basis
for production
Using professional vehicle outlines means you
get faster results and have less film waste.

Personalisation
to attract attention
Simply upload your company’s logo to the
CAR-SPECIAL Cloud and to the 3D presentationtool to attract your customer’s attention.

Free hotline
Personal, fast and competent,
our staff will be happy to help you:
0049 (0)761 47924-0 • info@ccvision.de

Original CAR-SPECIAL drawing of the VW ID.Buzz (2022)

All vehicle types are
included
Cars, delivery vans, trucks, camper vans, buses
and coaches, trams, trailers, containers, aircraft,
bikes, boats … you will find them all.

®

CAR-SPECIAL
The best vehicle search
With us you will not search for long and will quickly find what you want. With our practical features, filters,
array of information and comparison options, we ensure that you can get back to your real work as quickly
as possible. With just a few clicks you can download the vehicle drawing you want and begin your design
and start preparing your production straight away. Try it yourself for free and with no obligation:
ccvision.de/en/car-special

3D presentation included
CAR-3D allows you to create a modern and professional presentation. You do not need any additional
software or knowledge of specific programs. With just a few mouse clicks you can create a perfect,
compelling presentation with your logo and individual background motifs or 3D surroundings.

The very latest models always on display
On the CAR-SPECIAL homepage you will find the very latest vehicle drawings that we have just drawn. One click will show
you all available versions of each model range. The search function and selection by manufacturer and model is also
available instantly.

Here is your

LOGO

Search function with direct suggestions
As soon as you type a few letters, you will be shown suggestions. Just one click takes you to the result. An example:
If you type “spr”, you will immediately be given the suggestions “Dacia Spring” and “Mercedes-Benz Sprinter”.

Search history “recently searched”
It is frequently the case that you require a model that you used recently. The “recently searched” function
(for subscribers only) shows you your personal search history.

Practical filters
To allow you to find the right model faster, particularly in the case of delivery vans and commercial vehicles, simply
select features such as van/transporter, station wagon, platform, limousine, convertible…, length and height based
on the model or entered in mm …, number of doors at side and rear …, windows at left, right, rear.

Detailed vehicle description
By providing details of the model, facelift, doors, windows and useful tips, we show you all the information about
the vehicle. This means you can be sure you are choosing the right vehicle. The length, width, height and wheelbase
dimensions also help.

Export your finished presentation as an image and include it in your quotation for the customer, for example. Simply send your customer
a link to the 3D view. Your presentation could not be more impressive.

Show differences
Have you already used the filters to reduce the number of variants of a vehicle from 110 to 5? You can now highlight
the differences between the individual vehicles (for subscribers only), so you can see instantly which variant you require.
Very practical!

Compare with photos
Upload photos of the vehicle to be labelled and they will then be placed right next to the vehicle drawings.
This is the best way to compare and be confident that you have found the customer’s exact vehicle.
The photo comparison is clearly structured with the front, rear, left, right and roof.

Different backgrounds are available. But you can also upload your own photos.

Easy project organisation
Collect vehicle drawings in lightboxes for each project or for each customer, for example. Simply drag & drop a vehicle
drawing to the appropriate lightbox and that’s it.

Quickly estimate film requirement
Each vehicle can be measured online (for subscribers only), so that you quickly know how much film is required and how
the vinyl rolls need to be arranged. This information will allow you to make appropriate plans early on in any project.

In addition, you can choose between different 3D surroundings that look great in any position.
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